
Consulting Opportunities

   AMSI's consultancy services are of two types:

     
    -      Advising and Planning (in the form of a Feasibility Study, Business Plan, Evaluation
Study or Proposal)    
    -      Planning + Deploying (includes implementing the plan or proposal, and offering on-site
support and assistance)   

     Management and Planning
     Management and planning are essential components for any organization or network. 
Providing extensive guidance and mentoring in a wide-range of specializations in these fields,
these solutions drive the development and improvement of the education sector, be it on a
system-wide level or on an individual school basis.       
    -      Feasibility Studies   
    -      School Acquisition and Evaluation Studies   
    -      School Accounting and Management Systems Assessment and Design   
    -      School Needs Analysis   
    -      School Site Planning - Location, Plot Size, Access/Roads and Traffic Flow Analysis   
    -      Quality Assurance and Compliance   
    -      Supply Chain Management   
    -      Human Capital Management   
    -      Financial and Cost Management   
    -      Professional Development and Staff Training   
    -      ICT Integration Strategy   
    -      Marketing and Promotion Strategy   
    -      Comprehensive School Management Solution  

     Academic Solutions
     At the heart of AMSI’s educational expertise lies its Academic Solutions.  Guided by a
dynamic Academic Advisory Panel that combines a host of professional backgrounds, AMSI
represents a global perspective of leading education systems from around the world.  These
solutions include:      
    -      Curriculum and Pedagogical Development   
    -      Creative Learning Methods   
    -      International Accreditation Assistance   
    -      Student Assessment Systems   
    -      Guidance Counseling   
    -      Student Life Development Programs   
    -      Academic Publishing   
    -      E-learning Software Development   
    -      Digitization of Curriculum and Education Materials   
    -      ICT Infused Curriculum   
    -      Smart Classroom Implementation  
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     Building Design and Development
     Before embarking on a journey to cultivate students’ minds, an arena must be set for kindling
and embracing their potential.  This lies in the essence of the Building Design and Development
process.  In their pursuit of academic excellence, only schools built on a foundation of passion
and efficiency can fulfill this vision.      AMSI’s  tried and proven measures help ensure that the
school’s investment results in an optimum school design that will reduce running costs, as well
as enhance the collective teaching, learning and operational environments.  With a
multi-disciplinary management team, a cohesive approach to all stages of the Building Design
and Development process is guaranteed.  The Building Design and Development solutions
include:      
    -      Functional and Design Briefing   
    -      Supervision of Design Development   
    -      Architectural Planning   
    -      Engineering Services   
    -      Construction Procurement   
    -      Learning Space Design   
    -      Furnishing, Equipping and Commissioning   
    -      Building and Engineering Maintenance  

     Support Services
     Whether a student is picked up from their doorstep, or a teacher is in need of the latest
academic journal, the back-stage operations of any learning institution are an often neglected
area of importance.  Realizing that effective day-to-day operations of any school requires a
safe, orderly and reliable environment, AMSI offers a set of support services that provide
students, teachers and staff with the added sense of comfort.            This assuredness
includes solutions covering:
 
  
    -      Health and Safety   
    -      Logistics   
    -      Procurement   
    -      Equipment Maintenance   
    -      Security   
    -      Cleaning Services   
    -      Catering  

     Academic-Integrated ICT Solutions
     As an extension of AMSI's Consultancy Services, AMSI offers specific ICT solutions that are
developed and customized to serve academic processes in a seamless and highly advanced
technological context.  These solutions are modules that can be be deployed on a stand-alone
basis, or can be integrated within the AMSI School Management System platform.      
    -      Document Management Solution   
    -      Notebooks for Books (N4B)   
    -      i-LEARN - Self-Paced Learning   
    -      E-Magazine  
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